Make data smart - a road map to the next level

BI SIG winter seminar 3-4 February Ghent, Belgium

Program

3. February:
11.30-12.00: Registration
12.00-13.00: Lunch
13.00-13.10: Introduction by Bene Lamote, Host and BI Manager, University of Ghent and Gry Jordet Kibsgaard, BI SIG leader, EUNIS and BI Manager Norwegian University of Science and Technology
13.10-14.00: eCorda data: sharing data with HE-institutions by Roberta Pattono, European Commission, DG Research & Innovation, Directorate B Common Implementation Centre, Unit AB6 – Common Data and Knowledge Management Service
14.00-14.10 Short break
14.10-15.30: National cases of sharing HEI-data: opportunities and challenges
   • CSC experiences on sharing HEI data in Finland by Jutta Virolainen, Development Manager, Services for Education, IT Center for Science Ltd. (CSC)
   • UGI (Ghent University Business Intelligence Platform) for education: applying and sharing data with national database by Maya Caen, University of Ghent
   • A national infrastructure for HEI data in the making: Unit and NMBU’s experience so far. By Ole Martin Nodenes, Head of Data analysis and decision support, Directorate for ICT and joint services in higher education and research Norway (UNIT) and Kasper Thoring, BI manager, Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU)
15.30-15.45: Short break
15.45-16.30: Discussion on how to make data smart by using national HEI infrastructures facilitated by Pekka Kahkipuro
   • What are the goals for the work (a) for the institutions and (b) nationally
   • Division of work between regulatory bodies, HE institutions, and infrastructure service providers
   • Key success factors (based on the three national cases and participants’ experiences)
17.00-17.30: BI SIG activity: signing up to the team! Official opening of the BI SIG Teams by Gry Jordet Kibsgaard
We will organize a common dinner where everybody who would like to participate can join. To keep costs down we organize this through self cost, but we think the networking among us BI enthusiasts is worth it!

4. February:

08.30-09.00: BI SIG teams: how to use it and thrive from sharing our knowledge by Gry Jordet Kibsgaard

09.00-09.45: The maturity assessment model for HEI in the making by Elsa Cardoso, University Institute of Lisbon, Portugal & Xiaomeng Su, Norwegian University for Science and Technology, Norway

09.45-10.15: Finished case studies (NTNU and NMBU) present their results and experiences by Kasper Thoring and Gry Jordet Kibsgaard

10.15-10.30: Short break

10.30-12.00 Participants session reporting their results and experiences

In early January 2020 participants will receive a self-assessment tool kit (including the updated MM and the assessment process guide) such that each participant can conduct the self-assessment in their own institutions. Participants are encouraged to share their results during the workshop in a dedicated session. An intent from the participants to report and present their results at the workshop shall be communicated to Elsa Cardoso & Xiaomeng Su by January 20\textsuperscript{th} 2020.

12.00-13.00: Lunch

13.00-16.00: Road mapping to the next level by using the dimensions in the maturity assessment model

Group activity facilitated by Elsa Cardoso & Xiaomeng Su

16.00-16.30: Panel discussion on the usefulness of the Maturity Assessment Model and how to move forward by Elsa Cardoso & Xiaomeng Su

16.30-17.00: BI SIG activity: evaluation of seminar and plan for future events by Gry Jordet Kibsgaard